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Abstract – Current literature provides many studies on the mechatronic design process. However, they
only focus on one level of the design V-cycle. This study deals with the entire downward side of the
cycle in view to processing it globally. To achieve this, we propose a hybrid methodology based on several
tools, languages and methodologies such as SADT, SysML, Modelica and CATIA Systems r©. The method
was validated successfully in a Modelica/Dymola framework. It is now possible to partially automate the
process.
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Résumé – Méthodologie de conception d’un produit mécatronique. Aujourd’hui, de nombreuses
méthodologies et outils de conception mécatronique existent. Mais leur approche est partielle au sens
où ils ne permettent de passer continûment des spécifications au prototype virtuel. Dans cet article, la
première partie descendante du cycle en V est intégrée. Pour faire cela, une méthodologie hybride, basée
sur différents outils, langages et méthodologies tels que l’analyse fonctionnelle, SADT, SysML, Modelica
et Catia Systems r© est proposée. La méthode a été implémentée et validée avec le langage Modelica sous
l’environnement Dymola, et il est possible de l’automatiser partiellement.

Mots clés : Méthodologie de conception intégrée / Modelica / mécatronique

1 Introduction

Design phases of mechatronic systems are numerous.
Prior to the physical prototyping phase of a mechatronic
system in the V-cycle, many steps whose consistency is
not always guaranteed have to be carried out. First, the
requirements are collected and translated into paramet-
ric specifications, then the system is broken down into a
functional and a structural models and, finally, simula-
tions are run during the preliminary design.

A major reason for this problem is the discontinuity
of modelling between design phases, due to data losses or
changes during data transmissions between the different
design tools. Updates are not automatically passed onto
the models. There is a numerical fracture between them.

Mechatronic systems are often highly complex, due
to their high number of components, their multi-physical
characteristics and their couplings. Consequently, it ap-
pears judicious to define the design needs of these
systems.
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Chakrabarti and Bligh [1] propose the three following
requirements to define an ideal design approach:

• to support routine and innovative design;
• to be able to carry out synthesis;
• to provide variable design solutions depending on levels

of detail.

To fulfil the first condition, the continuity of the different
levels of modelling – functional, logical and physical – is
fundamental. This continuity not only has the advantage
of limiting data losses, it also makes it easier to ensure
consistency between the different specifications, parame-
ters and models of the different design levels. It reduces er-
rors, omissions and redundancies and ensures that the fi-
nal prototype satisfies the initial specifications. Moreover,
it makes traceability easier by automating follow-ups and
updates of common data between the different modelling
levels, and by recording them in the design project docu-
mentation. The choices of solutions will therefore be auto-
matically and fully documented since initial requirements
will be explicit and accessible.

However, these conditions are not sufficient for
mechatronics. Indeed, the multidisciplinary aspect of
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mechatronic systems requires a single framework for all
the domains involved, enabling the modelling of me-
chanics, electronics, control engineering, etc. and thus
collaborations between services. Furthermore, during the
preliminary-design phase, coupling calculus may require a
simplified model built by other technical teams and thus
require granular model representation in order to provide
a multi-scale view as a function of user needs. Indeed,
during the early stages of the preliminary-design stage,
the more models can be simulated, the less it is necessary
to iterate and the shorter the development time. In or-
der to facilitate mechatronic design, visualisation early in
the process design (before detailed geometry) of 3D parts,
even simplified ones, would enable taking into account not
only boundary box definitions, but also proximity and
contact interactions. Moreover, for geometric preliminary
design, the integration of the size and position of objects
in 2D/3D logical tools makes it possible to handle geo-
metric objects that incorporate their behaviour.

This also supposes that the technical databases be-
tween the different designers are interoperable, unless a
shared technical database between their different projects
exists.

Finally, a last point seems necessary to achieve the
quick and efficient design of complex systems, i.e. ac-
cess to a common database for all the designers of a
project, in order to capitalize on previous studies and au-
tomate breakdowns of requirements, functions and recur-
rent architectures.

Therefore, after having defined our approach to ideal
design, we shall now describe how we intend to implement
it through current methodologies and languages. We also
offer a framework in which numerical validation will be
possible for each of the mechatronic design stages.

2 Existing methods, tools and languages [2]

Many tools and methodologies in various dom-
ains [3–6] already exist. They meet the following designer
needs [7–9] to quickly create cheap, basic and reliable
products [10, 11] but with often contradictory require-
ments.

In the field of mechanics the following methods are of-
ten used: functional analysis, APTE (“APplication des
Techniques d’Entreprise”) method, SADT (Structured
Analysis and Design Technique) method [12]/IDEF meth-
ods [13] (Integrated DEFinition, IDEF0: for Function
Modelling Method, IDEF3: Process Description Capture
Method and IDEF4: Object-Oriented Design Method),
and FAST (Function Analysis System Technique Dia-
gram) method [14].

For electronics, software for hardware description
(like VHDL and Verilog) is used to model and simu-
late the behaviour and architecture of electronic numer-
ical systems. Tools for logical synthesis (Design com-
piler, RC, Leonardo, etc.) and logical cell libraries are
used to build functional descriptions of circuits. Design
methodologies with a system approach have begun to

emerge [15, 16]. For example, in informatics, UML (Uni-
fied Modelling Language) appears to be a good tool that
has now been specialized in SysML (System Modelling
Language) [17, 18] for a system approach.

However, these tools have several shortcomings. For
instance SADT (IDEF0), initially meant to be a descrip-
tive and analysis tool, does not provide any sequential
analysis, although this drawback can to some extent be
overcome by IDEF4. As far as SysML is concerned, it
offers a large number of diagrams for system modelling
(requirements, functional, behavioural and structural di-
agrams), even if they are sometimes redundant. On the
other hand, SysML does not provide any methodology.
This having been said, the parametric diagram, if imple-
mented, could enable the designer to simulate the physical
system even without its geometry. Indeed, this diagram
goes as deep as the physical behaviour of the components
and can therefore be considered as the interface with the
simulation.

Consequently, we notice that the main drawback of
SysML and SADT is their inability to simulate the struc-
ture generated: there is no effective significant validation
before the preliminary design phase. Therefore, even if
certain consistency tests are possible, the validation of the
final model is directly related to the designer’s know-how,
since the realistic simulation of the model is impossible for
the time being.

Two of the possible solutions can be used to achieve
this ideal design framework which, as described previ-
ously, includes modelling continuity, consistency, trace-
ability, model data storage, simulatable modelling, ini-
tial 3D representation, and multi-level, multi-domain and
multi-scale aspects. The different tools can either be in-
terfaced or they can be integrated in a single framework.

The sheer number and variety of tools (multi-level,
multi-domain) used for mechatronic design makes it diffi-
cult to interface all of them with each other. This is why
we naturally turn toward the solution of integration, while
choosing the most pertinent tools and methodologies for
each level of mechatronic design: SysML and SADT for
functional analysis, Modelica [19] for multi-physical sim-
ulation [20] and even geometric simulation in the Dymola
framework [21], and CATIA V6 for the integrated dig-
ital mock-up. Certain studies had already been carried
out to integrate several SysML modules in Modelica [22],
while others are undergoing development in the labora-
tory to integrate geometric data of the digital mock-up
(3D detailed geometry) in Modelica, to obtain dynamic
3D simulations.

3 Our integrated approach

A single framework was considered in order to pro-
vide a continuous process from requirements to detailed
design, thus allowing the full integration of all the mod-
elling design phases. The aim is to build a virtual pro-
totype whose simulation predicts real system behaviour.
This is why the Modelica language in Dymola tool has
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Fig. 1. Modular entanglement level [1] within Modelica.

been chosen for our development. First of all, this frame-
work has to satisfy all the features defined previously for
an ideal design framework. It also partially corresponds
to the definition of an ideal design process framework de-
fined by Chakrabarti and Bligh [1], due to its ability to
support design of any nature and level, and enable design
evolutions through different levels of detail.

Indeed, Modelica is an acausal object language that
can be used to describe mechatronic (multi-domain) sys-
tems, in order to model discrete and continuous phenom-
ena. One of the strengths of this language is that it offers
a large number of free libraries (mechanics, electrics, hy-
draulics, thermal science, etc.) developed by specialists
and already implemented in free tools.

This object oriented language makes it easily possible
to restructure poor mapping of functions in terms of their
structural correspondence (Fig. 1). The level of encapsu-
lation can then be modified.

Whether in routine or innovative design, the modu-
larity permitted by this language enables changing the
class of the objects constituting the model. Thus modifi-
cation of a component type is possible as creation from
scratch (either by using a new topology of components or
characteristic equations of system behaviour).

Moreover, the continuity of the design process is pro-
vided by elements developed in Modelica language within
Dymola, in order to achieve modelling continuity through
the different levels of the design approach (requirements,
functional, components and structural). The design pro-
cess is like an incomplete puzzle [23]. Requirements, func-
tions, underlying structures and components are the puz-
zle’s macro-pieces. The aim of this ideal process, from
requirements to detailed design, is to complete this puz-
zle by reducing the number of different design models.
Throughout this article, an electrical gate will illustrate
our approach of this continuous design.

Functional and dysfunctional requirements are di-
rectly stored in text format in the Modelica documen-
tation (annotation keyword) with quantitative criteria
(with minimum and maximum acceptable values), and
a routine in Modelica automatically creates requirement
blocks in the graphic interface of Dymola (in the form
of a SysML “requirement diagram”). The specifications
in the documentation are updated whenever a change is
made to the requirements. It will soon be possible to in-
tegrate user cases. The documentation is generated live

Fig. 2. Requirement objects in Modelica.

and incorporated in the model which includes the speci-
fications, developments and so forth. Online documenta-
tion provides reminders on product design, identifying the
model’s strengths and weaknesses, its assumptions and
limitations. This process can be dynamic. Defining spec-
ifications recognised by the keyword “constraint” can be
considered in the documentation, producing the so-called
constraint with minimum and maximum limitations.

Requirements are derived in functions connected by
links between connectors (Fig. 2) by using an approach
of successive refinements, similar to SADT representation.
Figure 3 illustrates this representation with the example
of the function “operate” of the electric gate. Each func-
tion is made up of simple or compound components, iden-
tified or not, and readily available (COTS: Component
Off The Shelf) or not. There is no need to know the in-
ternal structure of the functions to define flows and their
associated connectors. Synchronization aspects may be
taken into account with further charts by using the set of
the structure’s declared variables.

Normal behaviours and anticipated dysfunctions are
described with Modelica SFC (sequential function
charts). Figure 4 shows the example of the opening/clos-
ing sequence of the electric gate.

These functions can be linked to structural solutions
or to breakdown levels of these functions through a func-
tion/solution mapping cross table (Tab. 1). Equations
of behaviour can be introduced at this level to identify
the flow parameters (as in the “parametric diagram” of
SysML) and to begin simulations. Existing solutions can
be chosen at each analysis phase to design all or a part of
the corresponding sub-assemblies.

This is followed by adopting certain strategies:

• To verify that the function has at least one usable
solution without additional developments. Optimal
architecture could be investigated in the case of a so-
lution set;
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Fig. 3. Examples of SADT representation of a function object and its refinement in Dymola.

Fig. 4. “Sequence function chart” in Modelica.

• To break functions down into elementary pieces, in or-
der to perform a direct transition to structural design;

• To seek the solution that fulfils the most functions, ver-
ify if all the functions are considered, or else repeat the
first step with the remaining functions.

Different levels of structural modelling (Fig. 5) can then
be used to simulate system operation. This fills out the
geometry commonly used for the model, where the design
intends are materialised by dimensioning.

Structural elements reveal the first geometric ele-
ments. They enable a 3D representation (sometimes
simplified) of components which, by integrating geomet-
ric parameters, make multi-physical preliminary design
simulations more realistic. Some COTS can provide 3D
detailed geometry from CATIA.

Flat representation of Modelica objects (Fig. 6) with
their positions and dimensions is purely graphic. Geomet-
ric data are not coupled with these 2D icons. That is
why we propose to extend the representation of Mod-
elica objects in 3D, so as to integrate their geometric
behaviour. This shift in paradigm places the geometry
at the heart of the simulation. During the design phase,
3D representation will guarantee geometric consistency of
the model. In addition to realistic visualization during the

simulation phase, collision would modify the behaviour
of the system through combined use of 3D and multi-
physical solvers. This aspect is detailed extensively in
another article [24].

One last important aspect of this fully integrated ap-
proach is the transition from the continuous domain (sim-
ulation results) to the discrete domain (components). In-
deed, a simulation can be processed in the continuous
domain before seeking adequacy between the simulated
ideal component and a real instance such as COTS (dis-
crete domain). It is then essential to use a database to
preserve consistency and coherency. The Dymola integra-
tion in CATIA System (V6) enables access to the CATIA
PDM module, thereby allowing storing, structuring, plot-
ting, sharing and promoting the reutilization of existing
standards and data. Thus capitalizing on different models
is possible.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposed an integrated design approach
for the design of mechatronic systems within the Dy-
mola/Modelica framework. Its properties make it possi-
ble to ensure many of the conditions necessary for an
ideal design framework for mechatronic products: the
guarantee of consistency and traceability of parameters
between levels of modelling is automatic due to the
uniqueness of the parameters, language and information
within a single framework. Multi-level, multi-domain and
multi-scale aspects are already present. The requirements
blocks, functional, dysfunctional and structural graphs,
and 3D vision can be developed in Modelica. Finally,
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Table 1. Cross-functional mapping of the electric gate example.

Solutions
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9

Microcontroller Transistor Motor Gear Levers Screw/nut Incremental Absolute Motor Sensor
Functions Reducer Rotated Rotated Reducer

Sensor Sensor Incremental
Sensor

F1 Control X X
System

F2 Adapt the
electric X
power

F3
Transform

electric
energy into X X
mechanical

energy
F4 Adapt
rotation (X) (X) X X X X

mechanical
power

F5 Measure
the state of X X X
the system

Fig. 5. Choice of structural component within Dymola.

Fig. 6. Example of graphic object and its code in Modelica.
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capitalization of models and information may be provided
by integrating Dymola with Catia System r©V6.

This ideal framework does not yet exist but Catia
System r© V6 (Dassault Systems) could be the framework
in which this development takes place. Dymola is now
integrated in the CATIA structure and a Requirement,
Functional, Logical and Physical (RFLP) process is pro-
posed. This does not strictly correspond to the approach
suggested, but the modules exist within the same develop-
ment tool. This new framework simply needs electronics
and data processing to meet the needs of complete inte-
grated mechatronic design. Then it may allow global op-
timization in order to provide a set of fitting parameters.

However, mechatronic design also copes with manu-
facturing variations and operating constraints. Study of
the robustness of this methodology is necessary to com-
pletely achieve a robust integrated design. In computer
science, formal techniques, such as fuzzy testing, robust
control, and detailed fuzzy logic are essential. Neurocon-
trol by artificial neural networks and adaptive control
based on neural network modelling could be taken into
account to provide an effective industrial process.
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